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“Impressive are many of the magic tricks, the bodies that are moved from one place to another, a thin veil 
of plastic that turns into a rolling sea. In these moments, you can just sit and let yourself be deceived by 
illusions, be impressed by the technical competence, the ingenious lighting design and the responsive-
ness of the bodies.”
“Kalle Nio skilfully spreads stocks of humour, kitsch and cultural references. Nio screws often up the 
gothic and elevated to the max, but without drowning the show in pathos.”
Hufvudsstadsbladet

“The uniform expression of the performers creates vivid visions of the act of cutting head inside the frame 
created by the virtuoso sound, light and set design.”
“..Cutting Edge is bringing into display the echoes of humanity, which we would rather not be listening.”
Helsingin Sanomat

“Decapitated head is challenging particularly the western thinking based on separation of mind and and 
body, and makes you question the violent and inhuman brutal side of our culture.”
“The impressiveness of the work is in the enchantment of magic, the oldest of circus arts, and in the 
staging of the iconography of art history by living, bodily and moving images in the tradition of tableaux 
vivants.”
“Cutting Edge ingeniously brings out the entanglement of history of violence with different cultures.”
Turun Sanomat



The oldest documented magic trick is by the ancient magician Dedi who performed for Pharaoh 
Khufu. The story tells he could cut a head of an animal and put it back together. The trick of de-
capitation has been in the repertory of magicians ever since.

At the same time history tells us that it is within our capacity to commit, to accept, to watch and 
even to enjoy the spectacle of real beheading. Decapitation is the ultimate tyranny; but it is also 
an act of creation, because, for all its cruelty, it produces an extraordinarily potent artefact that 
compels our attention whether we like it or not. There is a skull inside each of us, after all. We are 
compelled to try and reanimate what remains, because there is an intense incongruity between 
the way a severed head looks – like a person – and the way it behaves – like an object.
People think that large, raucous crowds at executions belong to a distant era in our past, and so 
they do. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it came to be seen as unnatural to be 
able to watch someone executed, but that has never stopped some people watching when given 
the opportunity, and it probably never will.

In Cutting Edge, we look into this most horrific act and ask uncomfortable questions. Where does 
the identity of person come from? Why is beheading and mutilation of body the most popular 
act of magicians? What is the symbolical meaning of cutting head? Does it matter how you die? 
What can we learn about humanity from the ultimate image of inhumanity? Can we really under-
stand death?

Cutting Edge balances between creating and destroying illusions. The show asks what is magic 
trick by taking classical illusions and streching them to boundary of not being magic no longer. 
On the stage there are three persons, two woman and one man. Their strong physical presence, 
movements and bodies will mix together and will be cut into pieces by the ways of stage illu-
sions.
The style of the show is balancing between dark humor and minimalistic tragedy. By jumping 
from style to another the performance takes very twisted and dark look into these horrible im-
ages and makes a combination of magic show, baroque theatre, contemporary dance and visual 
arts.





The Group
Kalle Nio (1982), Director
Kalle Nio is magician and visual artist. In his works he combines historical techniques of stage magic 
with contemporary video projection technologies and theatrical elements. He’s one of the founders of 
WHS, a collective producing new circus and visual theatre, and also one of the founders of Teatteri 
Union, art-house cinema and performing arts venue in Helsinki. His aim is to find new ways to use il-
lusions and magic as expressive element in a show and also to combine video projections seamless-
ly with the performance. With his group WHS he has performed in more than 30 different countries. 
He has been awarded nationally and internationally from his innovations in both magic and projection 
design.

Inês Melo Campos (1990), performer
Inês Melo Campos is dancer, musician and visual artist. Born in Porto in 1990. She has BA in con-
temporary dance, As a dancer, she has been touring internationally with the piece “Icosahedron” by 
Tânia Carvalho, and with her collective piece “Hale - study for an artificial organism”. Shes currently 
singing and playing cello in the musical projects Zaponiech, STOPESTRA, Ethno Orchestra and 
Sopa de Pedra.

Jukka Tarvainen (1979), performer
Jukka Tarvainen has Master of Arts in Dance from Theatre Academy Helsinki. He has worked as a 
dancer and a performer in various productions in Finland and abroad. In addition to dancing, he’s 
specialities are parkour, acrobatics, trampoline, climbing, kickboxing, singing, guitar and bass gui-
tar. He’s looking forward to using these skills in the  Cutting Edge and to research the boundaries of 
circus and dance.

Vera Tegelman (1981), performer
Vera Tegelman has graduated from Theatre Academy Helsinki. He has worked in various contempo-
rary dance productions and also in the WHS company’s new circus productions. She’s interested in 
all kinds of movement and bodily expression.

Samuli Kosminen (1974), sound designer
Samuli Kosminen is one of Finland’s top percussionists and sampling masters. As a drummer, per-
cussionist, composer and producer, Kosminen has collaborated with a gargantuan array of artists 
such as Kronos Quartet, Jónsi, KTU, Emiliana Torrini, Olafur Eliasson and many others. For the past 
decade his main collaborators have been Icelandic band Múm and Kimmo Pohjonen. He has com-
posed music for various stage productions and award winning films. Originally a drummer, now an 
explorer of flea-market percussion, beat devices, melody-making toys, clonky/clunky machines and 
tuneful data processors, Kosminen has discovered strange, new dimensions of rhythm and sound.

Jere Mönkkönen (1982), Light designer
Jere Mönkkönen has worked as a light designer with various theatre, dance and circus companies, 
including WHS, Race Horse Company and Cie Nuua. He’s interested in finding new ways to enhance 
stage magic by using the possibilities of light.

Taneli Rautiainen (1983), set design
Taneli Rautiainen is one of the prominent visual artists in Finland. His scuptures are included in the 
most important art collections in Finland and have been presented in the biggest art museums in 
Finland. He has also made multiple public sculptures. 

Kaisa Rissanen (1982) & Mila moisio (1981), costume design
The Finnish clothing brand TAUKO by Mila Moisio and Kaisa Rissanen is known for costume designs 
for various performing artists, theatre and new circus pieces, and installations. TAUKO builds their 
designs on recycled and often unconventional materials and techniques, which inspire novel ways to 
design and manufacture costumes. Their research includes combining electronics and different kind 
of motors and actuators into clothing to make them moving and expressive part of the performance.



Helsingin Sanomat 2.9.2016 Taika Dahlbom (http://www.hs.fi/arviot/teatteri/a1472699776461)

Theatre review, Helsinki festival. Cutting Edge in National Opera Almi Hall.

Cutting Edge by WHS Theatre is dropping heads and wondering humanity
Eerily penetrating meandering soundscapes complement the report on the role of beheading in the human history - and the present.

Empty stage, at the front there’s an head of unknown person made of plaster. With one swoop of a sword It’s been 
cut off, and it smashes into pieces when dropping on the floor. The performer wraps it into plastic as shroud, and 
carries it in her arms out from the stage. Cutting Edge by Helsinki based WHS-theatre starts by dropping a head - a 
situation where not many of the viewers has been, and will never again be. In recent years we have however used to 
seeing it on the news where decapitation has been talked about. In this sense we are again living the times of ex-
ecutions, going back to the times of the French revolution or to the England of Elisabet I. For us execution is like a 
fairytale from distant lands, until it happens in front of our eyes even if in a fantasy, on the stage, for a head made of 
plaster. Startling first image, like painting of finality is setting the tone to the rest of the show. Cutting Edge is telling 
about one kind of death, a special tradition, where a person is been killed by decapitation. It starts the history of de-
capitation by marching to the stage historical tableaux of executions one after another, from point of view to another, 
from feeling to another until the spectator has to ask herself, what I am thinking about this. Why are we like this?

Cutting Edge is walking on the border of visual theatre and contemporary circus by picking the most suitable ele-
ments for the show from both theatre and circus. From circus they have picked classical illusions and the carnival, 
contempt for death, bodily existence. From theatre they have taken storytelling. The rare spoken lines of the perform-
ers tell you what you can not express through the body, the body shows, what you can not tell by words. The uniform 
expression of the performers creates vivid visions of the act of cutting head inside the frame created by the virtuoso 
sound, light and set design.

The views proceeded from historical to the present time and back to even further to the history of humanity. The 
scenes are anchored to the historical or present moments especially by the costume design. Rebel red Che Guevara 
t-shirt is working as a face of a dancer in a scene where they are digging images of execution from the worlds of 
pop-culture and horror movies with chainsaw and all. It was asking if we see in a face of a death man a man or a leg-
end. The soundscape, light-design, the video-works, projected on top of the performance, and the set design create 
comprehensive captivating illusions. A transparent vegetable bag plastic is changed with light and sound at times to 
an opaque wall, at times to a shroud, at times into the waves of a sea. Even if the worlds created by light, sound and 
video were flowing from atmosphere to another, the scenes were put together separated from each other especial-
ly in the beginning part of the show. The idea of execution did not create a storyline. The points of views were just 
thrown in the air, which is perhaps also a comment of our times. With googling you can see quickly many sides of 
things, but still it’s just a scratch on the surface, a moment of knowledge that is still lacking a deeper understanding.

But is it even possible to understand beheading?



The feeling of detachment between the scenes is also created by the slow pace, which also gives time for the viewer 
to reflect the piece already during the show. The talking heads of Cutting Edge refuse to provide easy answers, nor 
the questions themselves are easy. One of the questions is, is it right to bring execution to the stage as an aesthet-
ic experience. But then the same questing is turned towards the spectator himself: why did you want to come and 
watch?

As the show progresses the slow pace is transforming into the aesthetics of repetition. It culminates when the stage 
starts to float and changes first into a swing of faith, later into a conveyor belt that churns out bodies to the fields of 
death, to be put into a mass grave

Cutting Edge is spreading into display the echoes of humanity, which we would rather not be listening.

The art of cutting head, magic and terror

Culture | Turun Sanomat | 02.09.2016 Mia Hannula

Cutting edge is powerfully visual show, that brings the iconogra-
phy of art history to the stage.

WHS group, Specializing in visual theater and contemporary 
circus explores decapitation in their touring show. Decap-
itation as a subject penetrates the Western history, myths, 
religion, politics, terror, and the arts.

Cutting Edge is asking questions on the nature of death and 
it’s relation to self by targeting the interdisciplinary work to 
the customs of presentation and watching. Decapitated head 
is challenging particularly the western thinking based on sep-
aration of mind and and body and makes you question the 
violent and inhuman brutal side of our culture.

The impressiveness of the work is in the enchantment of 
magic, the oldest of circus arts, and in the staging of the ico-
nography of art history by living, bodily and moving images in 
the tradition of tableaux vivants.

The soundscape composed of opera, punk and electronic 
music creates fascinating variations and impressive dimen-
sions to the presentation of terror.  Our times are commented 
with black humour in the duet of fighting and lovemaking, 
made by the iconic heads of Che Guevera and smiley.

Cutting Edge ingeniously brings out the entanglement of his-
tory of violence with different cultures.
The stories of executions told by whispers and echoes are 
sublimely referring to the actual repetitiveness of violence and 
its widely-perceived effects. Public executions are still living 
in our present time, often as a means of terror to comment 
and respond to Western culture and politics.



Macabre, loaded beheading

Our culture is filled with beheadings. Salome with John the Baptist’s head on a platter, Judith who puts sword in the 
neck of the Assyrian commander Holofernes. Motives that are repeating in the literature and art. And nowadays the 
Internet and news reports are flooded with images and videos of brutal decapitations of the terrorist group IS.

The director Kalle Nio and contemporary circus group WHS takes on the macabre, charged subject in his new work 
Cutting Edge. Beheading as a method of execution, as a motif in art and of course as the ultimate magic trick.

The performance in the Almi Hall begins with an art historical study, a picture cavalcade of renaissance paintings, 
often biblical motifs, depicting beautiful women and decapitated, bearded men’s heads. Ines Campos and Jukka 
Tarvainen recreates the subject in a humorous, shabby magic number where her body and his head merge together 
in a rough, unruly duet.

Besides dance and illusions are texts also used on the stage. The ensemble reads text fragments and notes, for ex-
ample that the execution of American Nick Berg in Iraq in 2004 became one of the most Googled topics online.

Is our society is still characterised by the same blood thirsty sensationalism which attracted crowds to the squares 
and the guillotine executions in the 1700s?
But the texts feels rarely original, rather like a little trite toppings. The idea is clever, but the show never manages to 
be truly more than illustration to the theme.

The allure is in the individual scenes and tricks that lacks speech, where Kalle Nio skilfully spreads stocks of humour, 
kitsch and cultural references. Nio screws often up the gothic and elevated to the max, but without drowning the 
show in pathos.

Of course impressive are many of the magic tricks, the bodies that are moved from one place to another, a thin veil 
of plastic that turns into a rolling sea. In these moments, you can just sit and let yourself be deceived by illusions, be 
impressed by the technical competence, the ingenious lighting design and the responsiveness of the bodies.



Kalle Nio 
WHS Teatteri Union, Unioninkatu 45 LH 1-2 00170 Helsinki
p. 050-5877 042 / kalle@whs.fi 
www.whs.fi


